
Key Issue 3: Boundary Disputes  

•  Boundary Disputes:  
–  Territorial (definitional) 

•  Defined political boundaries   

–  Functional (operational) 
•  National security or help through boundaries  

–  Positional (locational)  
•  Dispute among the boundary being written up  

–  Chile vs Argentina- Based their border on water sheds 
problems with new technology   

–  Resources (allocational)  
•  Resources  



Cyprus has been divided into Greek and Turkish portions since 1974 creating an ethnic boundary. 

Division of Cyprus 



Positional Disputes 



Territorial Disputes 



Resource Disputes 

Canada and the US 
share jurisdiction over 
Georges Bank, a 
traditional fishing 
ground for scallops, 
lobster, cod, haddock, 
and other fin fish, 
which marks the 
southern gateway to the 
Gulf of Maine. 
Approximately one 
sixth of the Bank lies 
on the Canadian side of 
the border.  



UN Convention on the 
International Law of the Sea 

Zone Distance from 
Coast 

Provisions of Convention 

Territorial Sea 12 nm (19 km) sovereignty, including exclusive fishing rights;  
vessels have the right of innocent passage, 
though military and research vessels can be 
challenged 

Contiguous Zone Up to 24 nm 
 (38 km) 

coastal states can enforce customs, 
immigration, sanitation laws and have the 
right of hot pursuit out of its territorial waters 

Exclusive Economic 
Zone 

Up to 200 nm 
 (370 km); 

or the 
continental 

shelf to 
350 nm (560 

km) 

rights to explore, exploit, conserve, and 
manage the natural resources of the seabed 
and waters; traditional freedoms of the high 
seas are to be maintained 

High Seas beyond EEZ freedoms include the right to sail ships, fish, 
fly over, lay submarine cables and pipelines; 
mineral resources are declared the common 
heritage of humankind to be managed for the 
benefit of all the peoples of the earth 



Territorial Claims!





200-Nautical Mile Exclusive 
Economic Zone!



Functional Disputes 

Illegal immigration and drug 
smuggling between US and Mexico 



Aozou Strip: a Geometric Boundary  

 The straight boundary between Libya and Chad was drawn by European 
powers, and the strip is the subject of controversy between the two countries. 







Centrifugal Forces: Slovakia 
The Velvet Divorce 
• Officially, The Slovak Republic came into 
existence on January 1, 1993.  

• Except for a brief period during World 
War II, during which Slovakia was a 
protectorate state of Nazi Germany, the 
Slovak people have been subjected to 
domination by stronger political entities, 
such as the Czechs of the Czechoslovak 
federation, the Magyars of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, and the sovereigns of 
the Habsburg Empire.   

• Slovaks celebrated independence on Jan. 
1, 1993.  

• Although the history of the Slovak people 
as expressed in the nation state is less than 
a decade old, Slovaks have existed as a 
unique entity for over 1500 years.  



















Ethno nationalism and Conflict  

Self Determination 
•  Pakistan  

•  Palestine  

•  Taiwan  

•  F. Yugoslavia  

•  Russia  

•  India- Kashmir 

•  Israel 

•  China  

•  Belgrade- govt.  

•  Chechnya- Moscow    



Buffer States and Shatter belts  
•  Buffer State- Mongolia between China and 

Russia (Exclave (Inclave)  
•  Buffer Zone- Eastern Europe in the Cold 

War  
– Satellite States- “Iron Curtain”  

•  Shatter Belt- Place you don’t want to be- 
Poland, many Eastern European 
Countries  


